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Given an integer k, k>3, we define the class of k-polygon graphs to be the intersection graphs of 
straight-line chords inside a convex k-gon. Thus, permutation graphs form a proper subset of any such 
class. Moreover, circle graphs = U,Z, k-polygon graphs. In this paper, we show polynomial time exact 
algorithms for solving the maximum r-independent set problem (finding a maximum subset of vertices 
that can be partitioned into r independent sets) and the minimum dominating set problem on k-polygon 
graphs, for any fixed k. 
1. Introduction 
An undirected graph G = (V, E) is a k-polygon graph if it is the intersection graph 
of a set of chords inside a convex k-gon, for some k. That is, G has a vertex Ui for 
each chord (i, i’) and an edge (vi, uj) if and only if (i, i’) intersects (j, j’). We denote 
such a class by ~9’~ and remark that the classes & for k = 3,4, . . . , etc., form a 
hierarchy of classes ordered by inclusion: for kr and k2, k, I k2, t&, c$&,. At one 
end of this hierarchy, the well-known class of permutation graphs form a proper 
subset of @. Furthermore, any such class ~5’~ is a proper subset of circle graphs. 
We recall that numerous graph problems that are known to be solvable efficiently 
on permutation graphs are known to be NP-complete on circle graphs (see for 
example [4,8]). Thus, obtaining polynomial time exact algorithms for such prob- 
lems on k-polygon graphs can be interpolated in such complexity gaps. 
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A second motivation for obtaining polynomial algorithms on k-polygon graphs 
arises from a recent interest in using efficient circle graph algorithms as basic tools 
for solving many routing and layout problems in the design of VLSI (very large scale 
integrated) circuits. Prominent among such tools are algorithms for solving the 
maximum clique problem and the maximum independent set problem [5]. In many 
such problems, the designers model the boundary of a given routing region (usually 
made of silicon) as a circle and represent a set of 2-terminal wires between points 
on the boundary by a set of chords. One problem that falls in this category is the 
topological minimum via minimization problem (e.g. see [7,9-121). A via in a 
2-sided routing region is an electrical connection between the two sides, normally 
implemented as a hole filled with some conducting material. The problem asks for 
routing the given set of wires using the minimum possible number of vias. One class 
of algorithms to solve the problem is based on maximizing the number of wires that 
can be routed on the two layers without using any vias. The resulting problem is thus 
to find a maximum 2-independent subset of vertices in the corresponding circle 
graph. Our results here are useful if the resulting circle graph is a k-polygon graph 
for some small k (e.g. kc 10). 
The main results of this paper are two exact algorithms for solving the maximum 
r-independent set (MrIS) problem and the minimum dominating set (MDS) problem 
on k-polygon graphs, for any fixed k, given a polygon representation of the input 
graph as part of the problem. The former problem calls for computing a largest 
subset of vertices that can be partitioned into r independent sets. Each of the two 
algorithms has a worst-case sequential running time of the form 0(2f%g(k)), 
where f(k) and g(k) are two simple nondecreasing polynomials in k. We recall that 
the MrIS problem is NP-complete on circle graphs (see, for example, [lo, 121). 
Hence, unless P = NP, one may expect the worst-case running time of any exact 
algorithm to solve the MrIS problem (and other problems of similar complexity) on 
k-polygon graphs to grow exponentially with k. 
We now address the problem of constructing a suitable polygon representation 
of a given graph (if one exists), as required by the algorithms. As a first step, one 
may use the algorithm for recognizing circle graphs [3] to find a possible circle 
representation of the graph in O(n3) time. The resulting representation can be 
crudely interpreted as an embedding in a polygon with 2n sides. In a second step, 
one may try to compute the minimum number of sides required to embed the 
resulting circle representation in a polygon. Fortunately, a simple greedy approach 
can be used to solve the problem; the obtained algorithm will now be discussed 
before presenting the main results. Briefly, the algorithm assigns as many endpoints 
of chords as possible to one side of the sought polygon such that each chord has 
its two endpoints on different sides. Initially, the given circle representation is view- 
ed as an embedding in a polygon with 2n sides where each side corresponds to a seg- 
ment on the circle. The two endpoints, say i and j, of any such a segment correspond 
to two consecutive corners of the 2n-gon. 
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Algorithm 0. 
Input: A circle representation of an n-vertex circle graph. 
Output: The minimum number of sides, s, required to embed the 
given circle representation in a polygon. 
s:=2n; 
for each of the 2n segments (i, j) of the circle do 
label all 2n endpoints 0; 
z:=l; 
for each endpoint k encountered in a clockwise traversal from corner 
i do 
let k’ be the other endpoint of the chord with endpoint k; 
if k’ has label z then z = z+ 1 end if; 
fabel[k] := z; 
end for; 
s:=min{s,z}; 
end for. 
Figures l(b) and (c) illustrates the labelling produced by Algorithm 0 when ap- 
plied to the circle representation in Fig. l(a) starting from the segments containing 
the endpoints 2’ and 12’, respectively. The correctness of the algorithm can be easily 
verified; the resulting running time is clearly 0(n2). 
The remaining part of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 contains some 
preliminary definitions and notations. In Section 3 we present an algorithm for solv- 
ing the MIS problem; this will be generalized to solve the MrIS problem in Section 
4. Section 5 presents an algorithm for solving the MDS problem. Finally, in Section 
6 we draw some conclusions. 
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2. Definitions and notations 
Throughout this paper we assume standard graph theoretic terminology. Other 
definitions will be introduced as required. Given a graph G = (V, E) we denote the 
subgraph of G induced by a subset I/’ of vertices (a subset E’ of edges) by G[V’] 
(G[E’], respectively). 
The intersection graph G = (V, E) of a set C of chords inside a k-gon P, has a 
vertex bi for each chord (i, i’) and an edge (Ui, Uj) if and only if (i, i’) intersects 
(j, j’). The diagram of C inside Pk is called a pofygon diagram of G, denoted Do. 
Figure 2(b) illustrates an embedding of the graph in Fig. 2(a) in a 4-gon. For any 
two points i and i’ on a side a of Pk we denote the interval on a between (and in- 
cluding) i and i’ by [i,i’]. 
Definition 2.1 (chordal classes). Let Do be a polygon diagram, call the set of 
chords in Do in which each chord has its two endpoints lying on the two sides a, 
and a,, of the polygon the chordal class C,,. The set of all such classes is denoted 
C(D,), or C(G) when no confusion can arise. 
In our example, C(G) = {C,, CX,,, Cyz, CzW, C,, C,} where C, = { (10, lO’), 
(11, II’)}, C,,={(2,2’), (12, W}, C,,=W 1% (3,3’)}, C,={(66’), (g,g’)}, 
C, = {(4,4X (55% (7,7’), (9,9)> and CWY = (0). 
Definition 2.2 (extreme points of a set of chords in a chordal class). Let W, be a 
nonempty subset of chords in the class C,,. The extreme points of W, is a collec- 
tion i,, iz, i3 and i4 of endpoints such that 
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(1) ii, i2 E a;, and is, i4 E a,, (it is possible that ii = i2 and/or is = id) and if (1, I’) E 
WX,, then IE [ii, i,] and I’E [is, id] and 
(2) each extreme point is an endpoint of some chord in WXY. 
Similarly, we call the set of chords incident with the extreme points the extreme 
chords of WXY and denote it by ext(W,). 
In Fig. 2, ext(C,,> = { (4,4’), (7,7’), (9,9’)>. 
Definition 2.3 (nonsegregated windows and type-l windows). Let WX,, be a subset 
of chords in the chordal class CX,, with extreme points ii, iz E a;, and is, i4 E c-xv. We 
call WXY a nonsegregated window (window for short) if and only if W, = {(I, I’) ) IE 
[iI,&] and I’E [is, id]}. In addition, W, is a type-l window if and only if either 
W,=0 or WXY is a window whose ext(W,> contains exactly two nonintersecting 
chords. 
For example, in Fig. 2, C,, is not a type-l window, whereas W,= ((5, S), (9,9’)} 
is a type-l window. Furthermore, W,= ext(W,). 
A simple set of windows is one in which no two windows belong to the same chor- 
dal class. Hence, the set C(G) is a maximal simple set of windows. In general, such 
a set of all chordal classes may not form a simple set of type-l windows. Throughout 
our analysis, we shall deal only with simple sets of windows unless otherwise 
specified. Two windows W, and W, intersect each other if and only if there exist 
two intersecting chords c, and c2 with c, E WI and cz E W,. 
Definition 2.4 (the r-graph of a set of windows). Let SVbe a simple set of windows 
of C(D,). Define the representative graph N of % (the r-graph for short) as 
follows: N has a vertex u, for each side a, and an edge (u,, u,,) if and only if some 
window of %+ has a chord in the class C,,. We assume a fixed embedding of H, 
relative to Dd, in the plane where each vertex O, lies on side cu, of P, and every 
edge (u,, uY) is a straight line. Thus, all the vertices in H lie on the open region of 
the plane bounding Pk. 
Denote the r-graph associated with C(G) by R(D,), or R(G) for short when DG 
is assumed. Figure 2(c) illustrates the r-graph in our example. Hence, every r-graph 
H’ is a subgraph of R(G). We also denote the chordal classes corresponding to the 
edges of any such r-graph H’ by C(H’). Definition 2.4 associates an r-graph with 
any given simple set of windows. Reversing the perspective, we introduce new nota- 
tions to describe simple sets of windows whose underlying r-graph is given. 
Definition 2.5 (casts and independent casts of an r-graph). Let H’ be a subgraph 
of the r-graph R(G). A cast (or a type-l cast) of H’ is any simple set of windows 
(type-l windows, respectively) 9V whose r-graph is H’. An independent cast of H’ 
is a cast of H’ with no two intersecting windows. 
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By the way of example, the set (IV_,={(12,12’)}, I+&= ((3,3’), (1, l’)}, W,= 
{ (9,9’)}} is a valid cast for the triangle H’ induced by the vertices x, y and z. Finally, 
for a subset C’ of chords, we denote a maximum independent set and a minimum 
dominating set of C’ by MIS(C’) and MDS(C’), respectively. 
3. The independent set algorithm 
Finding a maximum independent set is a well-solved problem on circle graphs ([5] 
gives an 0(n3) algorithm). Our objective here is to introduce a somewhat different 
algorithm which is less efficient, but more easily generalized to solve the MrIS prob- 
lem on k-polygon graphs. Our algorithm relies on the following basic properties of 
type- 1 windows. 
Lemma 3.1. Let C’ be a maximal subset of independent chords in a diagram Do. 
Then there exists a simple set ?lF of type-l windows, SVL’ = { WiY 1 WX; c C,, where 
CX,, E C(G)) such that 
(1) for every chordal class C,,, the size of the set C& = C’ 17 CXY is no larger than 
the size of a maximum independent set of W,,, MIS(Wi$), and 
(2) ?W’ is an independent set of windows (thus, the r-graph H’ of ?N’ is an 
outerplane subgraph of R(G)). 
Proof. (1) If CiY = 0 then set Wi, = 0. Otherwise (if C.&, # 0), the set ext(C&) of ex- 
treme chords of C& exists and is well defined; set W& to be the unique type-l win- 
dow whose set of extreme chords is ext(C&). Clearly, C&r WiY and part (1) 
follows immediately. 
(2) By the choice of the extreme chords of each window in ?W’ we know that no 
two of the 219&’ )possible extreme chords of the windows in ?N’ intersect each other. 
Hence, w’ is an independent set of simple windows and part (2) follows. 0 
We now consider the following exhaustive search algorithm for computing a max- 
imum independent set, MIS(G), of a k-polygon graph G represented by a diagram 
DC. 
Algorithm 1. 
Input: A polygon diagram of G. 
Output: A maximum independent set MIS(G) of G. 
1. for every possible outerplane subgraph H’ of R(G) do 
2. for every possible independent ype-l cast 9V of H’ do 
3. Set MIS( $V’) to a maximum independent set of chords in SV’; 
4. end for; 
5. end for; 
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6. Set MIS(G) to a maximum cardinality independent set among all 
possible sets obtained in step 3. 
Correctness and polynomial running time of Algorithm 1 now follows: 
Lemma 3.2. Algorithm 1 computes a maximum independent set of a k-polygon 
graph G in time 0(2k2n2(2k-3)+110g n). 
Proof. Correctness: by Lemma 3.1, a maximum independent set of G is generated 
by some execution of step 3. 
Timing: we observe that R(G) has O(2’) outerplane subgraphs. Each such 
outerplane subgraph H’ has at most 2k - 3 edges. Thus, the maximum number of 
possible windows in any independent cast 9&’ of H’ is 2k- 3. Moreover, there exist 
at most O(n2) type-l windows in Do. Combining the above observations, we con- 
clude that step 3 is executed 0(rz2(2k-3) ) times for each outerplane subgraph H’. 
Now, by Lemma 3.1(2), the intersection graph G’ of the chords in w’ is a disjoint 
union of the intersection graphs associated with the windows in %+‘. Hence, G’ is 
a permutation graph. Finding a maximum independent set in an n-vertex permuta- 
tion graph can be done in O(n log n) time [6]. One way of obtaining this latter result 
comes from [6, Theorem 7.51 and the facts that permutation graphs are perfect and 
closed under complementation. This concludes the proof. 0 
4. The r-independent set algorithm 
We now extend Algorithm 1 to find a maximum cardinality r-independent set 
(MrlS) of a k-polygon graph G. For this purpose, we introduce the following nota- 
tion. Let E= (9@‘(‘), 9&.r(2), . . . , W”“) be a sequence of independent ype-l casts 
and let chordsw) denote the set of all chords contained in all of its casts. Given 
such a sequence x’, we associate with each chordal class C,, an extracted se- 
sequence w’,., = ( W$“, W$‘, . . . , Wx;“‘) where Wx;‘i) C 9&‘(‘) fI C,,, for each i, 1 I is r. 
Furthermore, we let MrLS() denote a maximum r-independent set of chords 
@) in which the ith independent set, MrLS( i), 15 is r, is a subset of chords 
(W.““). Likewise, MrISwX,,) denotes a maximum r-independent set of chords 
w,,) in which the ith independent set, MrIS@&,i), is a subset of chords 
(?#!$)I’>. The main steps of the algorithm now follow. 
Algorithm 2. 
Input: A polygon diagram of G. 
Output: A maximum r-independent set of G. 
1. for every possible sequence of r outerplane subgraphs H’(l), H’(2), . . . , 
H’(” of R(G) do 
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2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
for every possible sequence of independent type-l casts w= 
(5&i), 9P), . . . ) g&L”“) of (fp, fy4) , . . ..H”“) do 
Set &Q-Be) = UXgY MrZS(9&,) 
end for 
end for 
Set MrZS(G) to a maximum cardinality set among all possible sets 
computed in step 3. 
In step 3, each set MrZSW,,) is a maximum r-independent set of 
the permutation graph whose diagram contains the two sides x and y and the set 
chordswX,,) of straight-line chords; such an MrIS is also constrained by the condi- 
tions MrZs((?I&.,, i) c W$‘, 15 i I r. An algorithm for finding such a constrained r- 
independent set on permutation graphs does not seem to exist explicitly in the 
literature, although an unconstrained version of the problem is solved in [l]. For 
completeness, we present in the next section an O(n’+‘) algorithm (Algorithm 3) to 
solve the problem on an n-vertex permutation graph. We now proceed to prove the 
correctness and timing of Algorithm 2, assuming the validity of Algorithm 3. 
Lemma 4.1. Algorithm 2 computes a maximum r-independent set of a k-polygon 
graph G in time 0(2k2rn2(2k-3)r’(r’1)). 
Proof. Correctness: Let C’ be a maximum r-independent set of C in which Clci), 
15 isr, is the ith independent set. As usual, we let C.$ denote C’(‘)tl C,,. Now, for 
such an independent set C’(‘) consider the corresponding (unique) independent type-l 
cast ?V(‘) whose extreme chords are those of C’(i). More precisely, 
9P’(‘)={W,;(‘) ) ext(W$‘(‘))=ext(C$)) if C$)#0 and ?V..~)=O, otherwise}. 
Clearly, the algorithm generates the sequence z = (%)I’(‘), 9&L’(2), . . . , W’(‘)) in 
some execution of step 2. Finally, correctness of step 3 comes from the following 
observations: 
(1) the cardinality of MrZS( W’) is at most the cardinality of the set in the right- 
hand side of the assignment operation (step 3) and 
(2) any set in the right-hand side of the assignment operation is a valid set for the 
left-hand side. 
Timing: There are at most O(2k”) sequences (H’(l), Htc2), .. . , H’(“) of outerplane 
subgraphs of R(G). The total number of windows in the casts corresponding to any 
such sequence is at most (2k - 3)r. In addition, there are 0(n2) type-l windows in the 
diagram of G. Hence, there are 0(n2(2k-3)r ) possible ways to construct a sequence 
j&’ of independent casts for any possible sequence of r outerplanar graphs. Finally, 
for each sequence w, step 3 makes a number of calls for solving instances of the 
constrained r-independent set problem on permutation graphs. Each such instance is 
defined on some chordal class of G; the total number of vertices included in these 
instances equals n. Hence, each execution of step 3 requires O(n’+‘) time. 0 
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4. I. The constrained MrIS on permutation graphs 
We now present an algorithm for solving the constrained MrIS problem on per- 
mutation graphs. For convenience, let G = (V, E) be a permutation graph whose ver- 
tices are labelled (1,2, . . . , n) and let n be a permutation of (1,2, . . . , n) that defines G. 
We write n as a sequence (rcr, 7r2, . . . , n,) and let rrr’ denote the position in that se- 
quence where the number i can be found. By definition, (i, j) E E if and only if i> j 
and rc,: ’ < n,T ’ ( e q uivalently, (i - j)(nf ’ - rcJT ‘) < 0). In addition, let (Vi, V2, .. . , V,) be 
a family of r nonempty (and possibly overlapping) subsets of V. We wish to find a 
subset Xof V, X= UC=, Xi, such that (i) for each i, 1 ~ilr, Xi is an independent 
subset of K and (ii) X has the largest possible cardinality. 
We also need the following notations (recall that 1 V/ = n and r is the required 
number of independent sets). Let 0 and n denote the sequences of r O’s and r n’s, re- 
spectively. Given a sequence m, m = (m,, rn2, .. . , m,), we write Olmln if Olmisn 
for all i, 15 i 5 n. Moreover, we call an r-independent set m-constrained if the largest 
labelled vertex in the ith independent set equals mi, for i = 1,2, . . . , r (if the ith set is 
empty then mi = 0). 
The algorithm finds an optimal solution by generating and searching a space of 
partial solutions. Each partial solution is an m-constrained r-independent set S,, 
where Olm % n. For convenience, we denote the ith set in S, by S,, . For the pur- 
pose of systematically generating the partial solutions, we associate ach partial solu- 
tion with a node in a search tree T, where some nodes are first generated and 
subsequently eliminated from further consideration. The algorithm traverses T in a 
breadth first order using a queue Q (and the standard procedures Front(Q), Add(Q, 
element) and Delete(Q) for examining the front element of Q, adding an element and 
deleting an element from Q, respectively). Initially, the root of T (level 0) contains 
the set St-, in which each of the r independent sets is empty. All other nodes that have 
not been yet generated are assigned a large (00) level number. The nodes at level i of 
the tree are generated from live nodes at level i - 1 by suitably including and excluding 
the vertex 71i. 
Algorithm 3. 
Input: A permutation II defining G and a sequence (V,, V,, . . . , V,) 
of subsets of V. 
Output: A maximum cardinality r-independent set Sr U S, U . -. U S, 
where Sic I$, 1 li_cr. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
Initialize Q to be empty; 
for each m, O_cmcn, do J&:=0; levei[S,,,] := 03 end for; 
So =0; level[S,J := 0; Add(Q, pointer to S,,). 
for i:= 1 to n do 
x:=n: 
while ‘;Q # 0 and level [Front(Q)] < i) do 
( *Process nodes of T at level i- 1 *} 
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7. 
8. 
9. 
10. 
11. 
12. 
13. 
14. 
15. 
16. 
17. 
18. 
19. 
20. 
pointer-to-S ,,, :=Delete(Q); S,,, := the set pointed to by pointer 
_to_&l; 
{ *Duplicate S,,, at level i * } 
level [S,,,] := i; Add(Q, pointer to S,); 
forj:= 1 to r do 
{ * Generate all possible extensions of S, by adding x to the jth 
independent set. * } 
if (XC vj and X>mj) do 
( *x can be added to the jth independent set of S, * } 
Let m’ be as follows: rnj = ml for 1 #j and mj=x. 
{ * Now, S,, may have been assigned a nonempty set in a 
previous execution of step 13 by adding x to the jth indepen- 
dent set of some r-independent set, say S,, where r@=m, 
for l#j and tij<X. Test to see its size. *} 
if (I& < /S,# + 1) then 
S,, := the <set obtained from S, by adding x to S,,, and 
if level[S,,J = 03 { * Q has no pointer to S,,*) then 
level [&I := i; Add(Q, pointer to S,,); 
end if; 
end if; 
end for; 
end while; 
end for; 
Select a set of largest cardinality among all sets S, at level n. 
Lemma 4.2. Let G, IZ, (V,, V,, . . . , V,) be as mentioned above. Algorithm 3 computes 
a MrIS of G, X=Uizl X;,X;r F, in O(n’+l) time. 
Proof. Correctness: Denote by G[i] the subgraph of G induced by the vertices 
(Zi, n2, *.*, ni) and let G[O] denote the empty graph. It suffices to show that: 
Claim: For every sequence m, 0 5 m d n, if G[i] has an m-constrained r-independent 
set X, then, at the beginning of the (i+ 1)th iteration of the for-loop in step 4 the 
queue Q has a set S,,, such that IS,1 L 1X,1. (Note that if X,,, does not exist then 
level [S,,,] = 00 after the ith iteration.) 
The above claim can be readily verified by induction on i and observing that the 
algorithm generates, during the ith iteration, all possible r-independent sets that can 
be obtained from a set S, by either excluding x (step 8) or adding x to one of the 
r-independent sets (step 9). Furthermore, the elimination rule of step 12, eliminates 
an m-constrained set S,! obtained by adding x to S,, S, E S,, if there exists 
another set S,, (that has been previously computed) with a larger cardinality, as ex- 
plained in step 12. Finally, step 14 excludes the possibility of adding into Q two 
pointers to the same set. 
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Timing: At the beginning of the ith iteration, 1 I is n, the number of elements 
in Q at level i- 1, is at most O(n’). Hence, the entire algorithm requires 
o(n’+i). 0 
5. The minimum dominating set algorithm 
We start by introducing an analogue of Lemma 3.1, after introducing some new 
notations. The closure of set C’ of chords, denoted c,(C’), is the set of chords 
dominated by (and including) C’. Let SV’ be a set of windows, we denote the set 
of all extreme chords of windows in %’ by ext( w’). Moreover, if WX; is a window 
in GV then the set of interior chords of W,,, denoted intr(W&), is just the set 
I+‘$ \ ext(W,;). We are also interested in the subset of intr(W;$) that is not 
dominated by ext(%+‘) (that is, the set WX; \ cl(ext(9f))) which we denote un- 
dom_intr( WX;). 
For a subset X of chords in a polygon diagram, we let MDS(X) denote a 
minimum dominating set of the subgraph induced by X. Moreover, if Y is a subset 
of target chords of X we denote by MDS(X,Y) a minimum cardinality subset of X 
that dominates every target chord in Y. The problem of computing MDS(X;Y) 
when X is a subset of vertices in a permutation graph can be solved in O(n3) by 
modifying the dominating set algorithm of [2]. This result is required to prove the 
running time of our algorithm. 
Lemma 5.1. Let C’ be a minimal dominating set of chords in a diagram Do. Then 
there exists a simple set 9&’ of windows, ?V’= {W,; 1 WX; c C,, where C,, E C(G)}, 
such that for every chordal class CXy if C& = C’n C,,, is not empty then 
(1) cl(C&) G cl(ext( 9V) U MDS(intr( W,;); undom_intr(W,;))), 
(2) ) C&l z lext( WX;) U MDS(intr( W,;); undom_intr( W,;)) 1. 
Proof. Correctness of part (1) follows from the following remarks: 
(1) The inclusion follows immediately if Ciy = 0. Now, suppose C.&,#0 then 
ext(C&) is well defined. Choose WX; to be the unique window whose extreme 
chords are ext(C&,). 
(2) The set cl(C&,) is a union of the two disjoint sets cf(C&) \ WX; and 
cl(C&,) fl W;&. If a chord c belongs to the former set then c~cl(ext(W;~)), by 
the structure of the polygon diagram. 
(3) Otherwise, (if c E cZ(C&,) n WX;) then either 
(a) CE cl(ext(W;$)) and hence c~cf(ext(91’)) or 
(b) c is only dominated by chords in intr(W&), and hence cEcf(MDS(irztr(W&); 
undom_intr( W,;))). 
Part (2) follows from the following observations: 
(1) The two sets ext(Wiy) and MDS(intr(W;$); undom_intr(W,;)) are disjoint. 
(2) By the choice of WX; we have ext(W&) 5 CL,,. 
(3) Hence, the set C& \ ext(W,;) dominates the subset undom_intr(W,;). 0 
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We now present a minimum dominating set algorithm. 
Algorithm 4. 
Input: A polygon diagram of G. 
Output: A minimum dominating set, MDS(G), of G. 
1. 
2. 
3. 
4. 
5. 
6. 
for every possible subgraph H’ of R(G) do 
for every possible cast 9&‘, %V’= { WiY 1 WiY c C,,}, of H’ do 
Set MDS( %+‘) = 
U wyE wf (ext(W,;)UMDS(intr(W,;); undom_intr(W,;))); 
end for; 
end for; 
MIX(G)= the minimum cardinality dominating set among all 
possible sets produced by step 3. 
Lemma 5.2. Algorithm 4 computes a minumum dominating set of a k-polygon 
graph G in time 0(n4kZ+3). 
Proof. Correctness: Let C’ be a minimum dominating set of G and let C.& denote 
the subset C’fl C,, of the chordal class CX,,. The algorithm generates a cast 
%+‘= { WX; 1 ext( WX;) = ext(C.&,) if C&#0}, corresponding to C’. By Lemma 5.1, 
the set MDS( w’) is a dominating set of G having at most 1 C’I chords. Hence, the 
algorithm computes a minimum dominating set of G in the last step. 
Timing: Each cast 96, generated by step 2, has at most k2 windows. There are 
0(n4) windows in G and hence step 2 generates at most 0(n4k2) casts. The lemma 
then follows since the time required to compute MDS(9V) for each such cast is 
0(n3). 0 
6. Concluding remarks 
In this paper we introduced two polynomial time algorithms for solving the max- 
imum r-independent set problem and the minimum dominating set problem on k- 
polygon graphs, for fixed k. Both of the two algorithms require a polygon represen- 
tation of the input graph. It is an open problem to recognize such classes of graphs. 
Algorithm 0 shows that for a particular circle representation of a circle graph G, 
the minimum k such that G is a k-polygon graph can be determined in O(n2) time. 
However, there may be different circle representations for G which give different 
values for k. For example, consider the graph P,, an induced path on n vertices. P,, 
is a permutation graph, that is, a 3-polygon graph, nevertheless there exists another 
representation of P,, which requires [n/21 sides. [3] have shown that circle graphs 
can be decomposed by a technique known as join decomposition. Recursively apply- 
ing this decomposition results in a decomposition tree for circle graphs; the leaves 
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of which correspond to prime or indecomposable (with respect to the join decom- 
position) circle graphs. Prime circle graphs are known to have unique circle 
representations. Therefore, our algorithm correctly recognizes prime k-polygon 
graphs. Perhaps an extension of this algorithm will lead to a polynomial time 
recognition algorithm for all k-polygon graphs. 
Recently, [l l] have presented an O(k2n) algorithm for solving a class of prob- 
lems equivalent to finding the MrIS on permutation graphs. We do not know, 
however, a generalization of that algorithm to handle the problem on general k- 
polygon graphs. In the same vein, [l] have presented a number of dynamic prog- 
rams (similar to the ones presented in this paper) to solve some decision problems 
on permutation graphs. 
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